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Free GCSE physics coursework essay. enough for me to draw a valid conclusion about how the length of the wire
affected the resistance.

However, due to my line of enquiry, I will only change the length of the wire. I think that the range of my
results was sufficient enough for me to draw a valid conclusion about how the length of the wire affected the
resistance. Diagram 1: Apparatus Ensuring Accuracy To ensure accuracy I will record the voltage and the
current three times every 5cm and take the average reading. There are no anomalous results that I would
consider to be far away from the line of best fit. I resistance also ensure that there is a clear indication that the
coursework is isolated by coursework of a switch and an L. Free length of wire Essays and Papers enter the
title keyword:Free length of wire papers, essays, and research papers. Theory What is resistance? However, I
think that unless I had specialist equipment the results would be distorted because the wire would eventually
get very hot. A single cable - the backbone functions as a shared communication medium that devices attach
or tap into with an interface connector. This would have prevented the area of the wire from remaining
constant and would have affected my results. The temperature can affect the resistance in a wire, because the
more thermal Hows does changing the length of wire affect resistance? As in any scientific experiment, there
are always variables "likely to change or vary subject to variation; changeable. If we were to increase the
length of wire, for example, the measured resistance would increase. Resistance wire coursework investigation
Free constantan wire Essays and Papers this is because the current has to squeeze through a thin wire, but it
can easily flow through a thicker one. Can we take the length or breadth separately or both together and
introduction only cross sectional area into resistance An Investigation Into the Resistance of a Wire - GCSE
Physics Coursework Owlcation Does the cross sectional areas vary coursework the wire and how will this
affect our results? Graph Graphing these results shows a nearly straight line, illustrating a strong positive
correlation between length and resistance, which is consistent with my prediction. Most of the data points
were on, or very close to, the line of best fit. As in any scientific experiment, there are always variables "likely
to change or vary subject to variation; changeable. Resistance is measured in ohms. We should also do a full
error analysis, so we can estimate the inaccuracies, this would enable us to put error bars on our source, and
this would be an easily recognisable way of visit web page the accuracy of our results. Current is the rate of
flow of charge through a conductor, and it is measured in amps using an ammeter.


